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trigonometry, analytical geometry, calculation of booty and intellectual calculation. Each of them is divided into chapters that carry a certain order, always taking into account that the study of mathematics is built, that is, each topic is always connected with the knowledge acquired in the previous sections.
Each section is structured based on theory, examples and suggested exercises. Examples are developed step by step so that the reader can understand the procedure and subsequently solve the appropriate exercises. The exercise solution is at the end of a book organized by area so that the student
can check if he has correctly decided them and test their studies. This edition identifies sections that meet application problems that target links to cases of daily life where knowledge gained in each topic can be applied. Download from 3w1jyCDZ!VkioENr1I8Nj ... ZWfrmh9tNew 3w1jyCDZ!VkioENr1I8Nj
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